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173B04A 
RADIUS

SELLING POINTS : Sustainable shell. Hand-forged steel has 
70% or greater recycled content. Low-VOC finish.

CLASSIFICATION : As a species, we have been inspired 
by nature’s circular forms pretty much since we had 
functioning brains and thumbs. The world is littered with 
those inspirations from round building ruins to Stonehenge. 
We can’t know for sure but we’d give pretty good odds that 
many of those mysterious formations had something to do 
with light. Our Radius may lack mystery but it is a beautiful 
incarnation of natural Capiz shell. And it has something to 
do with light.



RADIUS
173B04A
Gold Dust
Sustainable Crushed 
Natural Capiz Shell
36 in./91.4 cm
5.5 in./14 cm
8 in./20.3 cm
5 lb./2.3 kg
4.5 in./11.4 cm
4.5 in./11.4 cm
0.625 in./1.6 cm
3 in./7.6 cm
4 x 40W G9 Halogen, 
Included

BATH 
4 LIGHT

Product ID
Finish

Glass/Shade Description

Product Width
Product Height

Product Extension
Product Weight

Backplate Width
Backplate Height

Backplate Thickness
Top-to-Mount

Lamping
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173B04B 
RADIUS

SELLING POINTS : Sustainable shell. Hand-forged steel has 
70% or greater recycled content. Low-VOC finish.

CLASSIFICATION : As a species, we have been inspired 
by nature’s circular forms pretty much since we had 
functioning brains and thumbs. The world is littered with 
those inspirations from round building ruins to Stonehenge. 
We can’t know for sure but we’d give pretty good odds that 
many of those mysterious formations had something to do 
with light. Our Radius may lack mystery but it is a beautiful 
incarnation of natural Capiz shell. And it has something to 
do with light.



RADIUS
173B04B
Gold Dust
Sustainable Herringbone 
of Natural Capiz Shell
36 in./91.4 cm
5.5 in./14 cm
8 in./20.3 cm
5 lb./2.3 kg
4.5 in./11.4 cm
4.5 in./11.4 cm
0.625 in./1.6 cm
3 in./7.6 cm
4 x 40W G9 Halogen, 
Included

BATH 
4 LIGHT

Product ID
Finish

Glass/Shade Description

Product Width
Product Height

Product Extension
Product Weight

Backplate Width
Backplate Height

Backplate Thickness
Top-to-Mount

Lamping


